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 About Eco Driving 

DRIVING SAFETY  and DRIVING QUALITY 

MONITORING, BEHAVIOR MONITORING  

 

 

DRIVING SAFETY  and DRIVING QUALITY MONITORING, BEHAVIOR MONITORING  

 

Monitor fleet safety initiatives.  

Fleet safety is about reducing risk and reinforcing safe driving behaviour. 

With the potential threat of fatalities and injuries, and the related costs of accidents – safety initiatives 
have become a critical concern for any fleet manager or transportation company. 

GuardMagic fleet management solution provides managers with real-time visibility into driver activity and 

behaviour. 

Driving Safety and Driving Style reporting feature, you can now capture over speeding, hard braking, 
quick starts and hard cornering for each your vehicle and each your driver. 

Driving Style allows you to measure, manage, and reduce aggressive driving either by vehicle or by a 
specific driver. 

Driving Style analytics allows you to rate (and penalty points) of all your drivers. 

GuardMagic monitoring software (VehicleStation, FleetStation and SmartTracer) represents in very 

comfortable way in table and diagrams information about driving style of every your driver with its 
counting driving points (over speeding, harsh breaking, quick start.  

Generated driver tables and graph shown in details driving style of every driver for every trip. 

Summary "driver style" table allows you rate the safety and quality of your driver for selected time 

interval. 

   1. Drivers rates by penalty points per selected time interval 
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2. Driver trip overview per selected time interval  

 

   3. Vehicle trip overview per selected time interval  
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 4. Vehicle speed violations per selected time interval  

 

   5. Vehicle acceleration / deceleration violations per selected time interval  
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    6. Fleet acceleration (quick start)/ deceleration (hard braking) violations per selected time 
interval  
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 7. Fleet speed violations per selected time interval  

 

 

 


